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Read Part I:

Russiagate: The Smoking Gun

By Peter Van Buren, April 04, 2022

Part I of this article showed a conspiracy to smear Donald Trump with false allegations of
collusion with Russia took place, with Hillary Clinton at its head. Part II today will show the
FBI was an active participant in the conspiracy to destroy Trump. The facts are not in
dispute. We are left only to decide if the FBI acted incompetently and unprofessionally, or as
part of a conspiracy.

The first part of the smoking gun may have been hiding in plain sight for some time now. In
June 2018 Inspector General for the Department of Justice Michael Horowitz released his
report on the FBI’s Clinton email investigation, including FBI Director Comey’s drafting of a
press release announcing no prosecution for Clinton, written before the full investigation
was even complete.  In  a  damning passage,  Horowitz  found it  was  “extraordinary  and
insubordinate for Comey to conceal his intentions from his superiors… for the admitted
purpose of preventing them from telling him not to make the statement, and to instruct his
subordinates in the FBI to do the same.”
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Attorney General Loretta Lynch, Comey’s boss, is criticized for meeting privately with Bill
Clinton as the FBI  investigation into Hillary unfolded.  “Lynch’s  failure to recognize the
appearance problem… and to take action to cut the visit short was an error in judgment.”
Lynch then doubled-down, refusing to recuse herself from the Clinton case, creating “public
confusion.”

The report also criticizes FBI agents Peter Strzok and Lisa Page, who exchanged texts
disparaging Trump before moving from the Clinton email to the Russiagate investigation.
Those texts sowed public doubt about the investigation, including one exchange that read,
“Page: “[Trump’s] not ever going to become president, right? Strzok: “No. No he’s not. We’ll
stop it.” Another Strzok document stated “we know foreign actors obtained access to some
Clinton emails, including at least one secret message,” thought that was never prosecuted.

Page  and  Strzok  also  discussed  cutting  back  the  number  of  investigators  present  for
Clinton’s in-person interview in light of the fact she might soon be president, and thus their
new  boss.  Someone  identified  only  as  Agent  One  went  on  to  refer  to  Clinton  as  “the
President” and in a message told a friend “I’m with her.” The FBI also allowed Clinton’s
lawyers to attend her interview, even though they were also witnesses to  possible crimes
committed by Clinton.

If that does not add up to a smoking gun that the FBI conspired pre-dossier to help Hillary
Clinton, how about this?

Following  Hillary’s  exoneration  over  her  emails  and  mishandling  of  classified  information,
the FBI launched its Crossfire Hurricane investigation into Trump-Russia, based in whole or
large part on the infamous Christopher Steele dossier. The public now knows the dossier
was  paid  for  and  stocked  with  falsehoods  by  the  Clinton  campaign.  The  unanswered
questions  from that  investigation  themselves  comprise  a  second  smoking  gun  of  FBI
conspiracy. For example:

Why did the FBI not inquire into Steele’s sources and methods, which would have
quickly revealed the information was wholly false? Why was the FBI unable to
discover Steele (and later, Clinton lawyer Michael Sussmann, who gave false info
to the FBI about Trump and Alfa Bank) were double agents working for and paid
by the Clinton campaign?
When the FBI found the target of its first FISA warrant out of the dossier, Carter
Page, was actually a paid CIA asset, why did they hide this information from the
FISA court instead of dropping Page? Why did this not cause them to question
the credibility of Steele, a master spy who couldn’t even identify his source was
actually a CIA asset? Steele claimed the Russians offered Page an insanely huge
bribe, billions of dollars, to end U.S. sanctions if Trump became president. Page
clearly  could  never  have played a  significant  role  in  ending sanctions.  Why did
the FBI find those statements credible enough to pursue the warrant?
Why  did  the  FBI  cite  an  open-source  press  article  by  Michael  Isikoff  claiming
Trump had Russian ties as part of its FISA warrant application against Page
without  finding  out  who  Isikoff’s  source  was?  The  source  of  course  was
Christopher Steele, who was interviewed in a hotel room booked by Fusion GPS
who was paid by Clinton. The FBI nonetheless claimed an article from Yahoo!
corroborated the dossier, a cite unlikely to pass muster on an undergrad term
paper. Were they really fooled?
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Why did the FBI not discover the dossier’s false claim Trump lawyer Michael
Cohen  visited  Prague  to  meet  with  Russians?  Robert  Mueller  was  able  to
conclusively dismiss the report. Confirming Cohen in Prague would have been a
cornerstone of the FBI’s larger case, but the matter was left open until Mueller.
Why did the FBI not question Sussmann about the source of his DNS data, some
of which came directly from inside the White House? Why would a private citizen
have such information?
When Sussmann, claiming to be a concerned citizen with White House DNS data,
first  approached  the  FBI,  why  was  he  assigned  to  meet  with  the  FBI’s  General
Counsel,  its  lawyer,  and  not  a  case  agent?  Was  something  other  than  his
information, such possibly FBI collusion with fraud, being validated?
Why was the CIA investigation referral  saying Hillary was behind Russiagate
ignored by the FBI? The memo was addressed to Director James Comey, who
claims he has no knowledge of it, and Peter Strzok, who should have been the
action officer but did nothing?
Why did Kevin Brock, the FBI’s former intelligence chief, say “The fact pattern
that John Durham is methodically establishing shows what James Comey and
Andrew McCabe likely knew from day one, that the Steele dossier was politically-
driven nonsense created at the behest of the Clinton campaign. And yet they
knowingly ran with its false information.”
Despite the investigation being run by the FBI, why was it CIA Director John
Brennan who briefed (LINK) Obama on the Hillary connection in July 2016 and
not Comey?

If any of those questions seem kind of obvious, that is the point. The cover stories only had
to hold for a short time, enough to infect the media, enough to make things seem plausible
for the FBI. Team Clinton and its co-conspirators were so certain they would win the election
they felt none of their tricks needed to stay hidden much past victory. The story is waist-
deep rotten.

At this point you can believe the multiple ops paid for and run by Clinton people were
uncoordinated events, or that they were part of the broad campaign Hillary was an active
participant in, and about which John Brennan warned Barack Obama, and which the CIA
warned the FBI, not knowing they were in on it. You can believe the FBI acted incompetently
and unprofessionally  (yet  consistently,  no  breaks  went  Trump’s  way),  or  as  part  of  a
conspiracy.

What you cannot do any more is pretend this did not happen, and that the person most
involved came close to being elected president because of it. If you worry about democracy,
worry about that.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
Twitter and Facebook. Feel free to repost and share widely Global Research articles.

In preparing this article, it was fascinating to review the many shameful articles written in
2016 and 2017, the crazy days when every hinted rumor was worth a Breaking! designator.
But one piece stood out, from Forbes in 2017. Hillary denied paying for the dossier, and the
truth  —  the  campaign  paid  the  law  firm  Perkins  and  Coie  who  paid  Fusion  GPS  who  paid
Orbis who paid Steele — was not known. The Forbes journalist wrote “If ordered and paid for
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by Hillary Clinton associates, Russia Gate is turned on its head as collusion between Clinton
operatives (not Trump’s) and Russian intelligence. Russia Gate becomes Hillary Gate.” The
article went on to say how James Comey refused to comment on Fusion GPS and the dossier
in May 2017. Comey by then knew the real story and remained silent, even as the press was
still running with the idea the dossier had been paid for by anonymous Democratic donors. If
only we’d known.
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